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In the songs and bubble feeding of humpback whales; in young killer whales learning to knock a

seal from an ice floe in the same way their mother does; and in the use of sea sponges by the

dolphins of Shark Bay, Australia, to protect their beaks while foraging for fish, we find clear

examples of the transmission of information among cetaceans. Just as human cultures pass on

languages and turns of phrase, tastes in food (and in how it is acquired), and modes of dress, could

whales and dolphins have developed a culture of their very own? Unequivocally: yes. In The

Cultural Lives of Whales and Dolphins, cetacean biologists Hal Whitehead, who has spent much of

his life on the ocean trying to understand whales, and Luke Rendell, whose research focuses on the

evolution of social learning, open an astounding porthole onto the fascinating culture beneath the

waves. As Whitehead and Rendell show, cetacean culture and its transmission are shaped by a

blend of adaptations, innate sociality, and the unique environment in which whales and dolphins

live: a watery world in which a hundred-and-fifty-ton blue whale can move with utter grace, and

where the vertical expanse is as vital, and almost as vast, as the horizontal. Drawing on their own

research as well as a scientific literature as immense as the sea&#151;including evolutionary

biology, animal behavior, ecology, anthropology, psychology, and neuroscience&#151;Whitehead

and Rendell dive into realms both humbling and enlightening as they seek to define what cetacean

culture is, why it exists, and what it means for the future of whales and dolphins. And, ultimately,

what it means for our future, as well.
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â€œIn every generation, there are some scientists who transcend the strictures of their disciplines,

who decline to be confined by ordinary thinking. Whitehead and Rendell are two such people, for

our own time. Perhaps it is something to do with the enigmatic beauty of the animals they study. Or

perhaps their own brains are better evolved than the rest of ours. Whatever the reason, this book is

an astonishing, unconstrained exploration of the nature and practice of cetacean culture.Â Placing it

side by side with human culture, the authors show that the expression of ideas is not limited to

humans or primates. Exciting, witty, with its fingerâ€”or should that be flipper?â€”ever on the pulse,

wearing its profundity with a wonderful lightness of touch, The Cultural Lives of Whales and

Dolphins is a revolutionary book. Transcending the notion of a â€˜scienceâ€™ book, it contains

explosive new concepts for our understanding not only of whales, our watery cousins, but of our

own selves, too.â€• (Philip Hoare author of "The Whale" and "The Sea Inside")â€œWhitehead and

Rendell tie together decades of research and observations of cetacean behavior, add in other

compelling examples of culture in animals, and relate this to what we think of as culture. This work

is unique, and I plan to quote parts of it for years to come. For anyone with an interest in how

whales and dolphins live their lives, this is a must read.â€• (Charles â€œFlipâ€• Nicklin photographer

and author of "Among Giants: A Life with Whales")â€œAn amazing book. . . . Outstanding, not just

because it regales the reader with the many insights the pair have gained from their decades of

research, patiently watching whale behavior, but also because it challenges us to consider those

ever-present cultural forces that shape us all into modern human beings, similar and unique as we

all are.â€• (Philippa Brakes, Whale and Dolphin Conservation WHALE&DOLPHIN)â€œThere are few

environments that are more hostile and present more of a challenge to mammals than the ocean.

This is precisely why, Whitehead and Rendell argue in their new book The Cultural Lives of Whales

and Dolphins, just like us, knowledge is also a vital currency for these marine mammals. . . . At

times it is a humorous journey through aspects of human behaviour and â€˜decision making,â€™

resulting as it does from cultural pressures. But this apparent irreverence is not without deeper

meaning and strong intent. . . . They provide some sobering insights into those ubiquitous cultural

forces that shape us all into modern human beings and at times can leave you reeling with

questions about your own free will. This is an exceptional book; it will no doubt irritate some

anthropologist who believe that culture is the domain of humans alone; it may even rile some

theologians; but far, far more importantly it will help to bridge the gap between humans and other

species, speaking as it does to the evolutionary continuum and demonstrating with sound scientific

evidence that there are some extraordinary non-human cultures being played out in the natural



world. . . . This very book can be considered itself an experiment in social transmission. The

question is, will we get the message?â€• (Philippa Brakes, Whale and Dolphin Conservation

Huffington Post UK)â€œHumans, though arguably the masters of culture, are not the only species

that has it. Dolphins, as the authors reveal, create signature whistles and can mimic and remember

othersâ€™ even twenty years later. They can also learn tail-walking in captivity and then teach it in

the wild. Whales possess dialects that change in a way that can only be explained as the result of

learning. And both whales and dolphins behave in â€˜obviously altruisticâ€™ ways. Dolphins and

whales have saved humans stranded at sea, and humpback whales have been observed saving

seals from killer whales. . . . Whitehead and Rendell deeply analyze the importance of culture to

evolution, exploring what can be learned from animals that are perhaps more advanced than

humans before pushing â€˜off to sea again, where there is still so much to learn.â€™â€• (Publishers

Weekly)â€œIâ€™ve been anxiously waiting for The Cultural Lives of Whales and Dolphins to arrive

and consumed it last night and early this morning. (It was far better than my coffee!) Of course, I

look forward to rereading it many times for it is that good. . . . Scholarly yet easy to read, and

incredibly well referenced. . . . The authors provide ample examples of nonhuman culture . . . and

also discuss what we know about topics such as the moral lives of animals and others that are

making people think twice about just whom other animals are and what we know about their

fascinating and highly evolved cognitive and emotional lives. . . . The skeptics, if any still linger, will

have to offer more than something like their dismissive claim, â€˜Oh, whales and dolphins and other

animals are only actingÂ as ifÂ they have culture, but they donâ€™t.â€™ They clearly do. . . . An

outstandingÂ book. . . . The Cultural Lives of Whales and Dolphins is destined to become a

classic.â€• (Marc Bekoff Psychology Today)â€œWhitehead and Rendell cover cetacean culture from

its earliest beginnings to the present day. The authors include research they completed as well as

some from other scientists to discover that cetaceans communicate by adapting to the unique

environment in which they live, investigating the broad concepts of culture, community, and social

learning before applying them to whales and dolphins. Also discussed are the implications of the

creaturesâ€™ culture as it relates to ecosystems and conservation and the future of the cetacean

world, including what it bodes for humans. . . . A captivating book for readers of all levels, from

curious laypeople to scientists. . . . Â Recommended for both undergraduate and graduate students;

researchers; and scholars studying biology, zoology, and veterinary science; and anyone interested

in learning about animal behavior.â€• (Tina Chan, SUNY Oswego Library Journal)â€œThis research

round-up on cetacean culture opens with a description of one of natureâ€™s great arias: the â€˜high

sweeping squeals, low swoops, barking, and ratchetsâ€™ of the humpback whale. That song, argue



cetacean biologists Hal Whitehead and Luke Rendell, is the best evidence of culture in this

intriguing family, because it is an indicator of social learning in actionâ€”communal singing evolves

over time and changes radically over individualsâ€™ lifetimes. Fascinating findings litter this sober

treatise, from sperm whales snacking off fishing longlines to the â€˜Star Wars vocalisationâ€™ of

dwarf minkes.â€• (Barbara Kiser Nature)â€œWhitehead and Rendell suggest that for tens of millions

of yearsâ€”until the rise of modern humansâ€”the most sophisticated cultures on Earth were those of

whales. . . . If culture is as important to whales as it appears, then conservationists will need to

protect not just their genetic diversity but their cultural diversity as well. All this speculation is

underlain by a wealth of biological detail, all carefully annotated, making this book a valuableâ€”and

usually very readableâ€”resource for anyone interested in cetacean behaviour.â€• (Bob Holmes New

Scientist)â€œNoted . . . . Explores the communication techniques and sense of culture developed by

different species of whales.â€• (Jeremy Mikula Chicago Tribune, Printers Row)â€œProvocative,

brilliant. . . . The final chapters of this groundbreaking and beautifully produced book pose stunning

questions, and tease out outrageous answers. If culture exists inÂ cetaceans, have they developed

an equivalent moral sense of right and wrong? Yes, say the authors. Whales and dolphins observe

rituals of the dead and exhibit grief. Could they, then, express spiritual sentiment, founded on values

and beliefâ€”even aÂ sense of religion? Perhaps. All this only underlines a pressing need to address

the notion of non-human rights for such animals. . . . Whitehead and Rendell write with wit and good

humour as they take on their critics.â€• (Philip Hoare, author of "The Whale" and "The Sea Inside"

Guardian)â€œConvincingly dig[s] into critiques and alternative explanations for whale and dolphin

behavior, providing a detailed look at the debate over whether culture exists among the animals.

Whitehead and Rendell pack the text with references, keeping the book scrupulously rooted in

scientific evidence. . . . For readers who are curious about whales and dolphins in the wild, the book

offers a thorough grounding.â€• (Science News)â€œWritten with an absolutely marvelous inquisitive

brio. Whitehead and Rendell donâ€™t just bring two lifetimes of experience with sea life and animal

cognition to their taskâ€”they also write up the fruits of that experience with captivating energy. . . .

They display an open-mindedness on their chosen subject thatâ€™s admirable and rare. . . . The

bookâ€™s insights fly at the reader with a speed and frequency I havenâ€™t seen since Richard

Dawkinsâ€™ The Ancestorâ€™s Tale, and all this fascinating information derives from what

Whitehead and Rendell are the first to admit is a necessarily limited sampling. . . . The Cultural

Lives of Whales and Dolphins might be only a glimpse into the world of its subjects, but itâ€™s one

of the best glimpses popular science has yet given us. Itâ€™s invigorating, revelatory reading.â€•

(Steve Donoghue Open Letters Monthly)â€œIn this revolutionary book, destined to become a



classic, the authors show that â€˜cultureâ€™ is information that flows between animals; it is socially

learned and shared within a community. . . . The book gives readers a captivating insight into the

various ways that dolphins communicate with each other using a wide variety of signals, such as

doing upside-down lob tailsâ€”slamming the top of their flukes onto the surface of the waterâ€”which

appears to signal the dolphinsâ€™ arrival at a particular destination. . . . This social learning,

memory, and communication are a clear example of information flow and culture. I encourage you

to embark on a fascinating journey of discovery and a beautiful insight into the world of whales and

dolphins: without doubt, some of the most intelligent, beautiful, and remarkable creatures to inhabit

this earth.â€• (Kris Hjalmarsson Whale and Dolphin Conservation Blog, Whales.org)â€œRecent

publication of interest. . . . To Whitehead and Rendell, culture is â€˜a flow of information moving from

animal to animalâ€™ and, thus, communication among whales and dolphins means they have a

culture. This book addresses the questions of whether whales and dolphins really have cultures,

what evidence indicates the presence of culture, what adaptations led to their cultures, what effect

their cultures will have on the ecology of the oceans and conservation, and, finally, how the cultures

affect these animalsâ€™ treatments by humans.â€• (Ecology)â€œThe anthropologist Joe Henrich . . .

showed how cultural differences shape cognitive differences in people. A new book, The Cultural

Lives of Whales and Dolphins, by the biologists Whitehead and Rendell, calls out researchers like

Henrich for treating culture as uniquely human. Their own decades of research indicates social

learning among animals. For example, they note, whale pods in different parts of the world have

developed regional singing styles.â€• (Pacific Standard)â€œWhitehead and Rendell mesh their own

research from several decades of cetacean studies with investigation and theory from the biological,

physical, and social sciences. This wealth of experience is distilled into a simple thesis: whale and

dolphin culture exists, and it mattersâ€”for the survival of cetacean species, for the management of

marine ecosystems, and for the way we conceive of human culture. Whitehead and Rendellâ€™s

work is ambitious in scope, yet careful in its presentation. . . . They define key terms precisely, and

employ them consistently. They are also meticulous in separating evidence from interpretation. . . .

In its evocative and richlyÂ annotated examination of the evolutionary interplay between

environment and social learning, The Cultural Lives of Whales and Dolphins makes a compelling

case that we can learn much more about cetaceans and about human cultures by exploring what

we have in commonâ€”such as a predisposition to learn from our grandmothersâ€”rather than by

insisting on what sets us apart.â€• (Darcy Dobell Hakai Magazine)â€œA stunning account that

enriches our understanding of cetacean behaviour and complicates in profound ways the claims of

human exceptionalism. . . . The authors present knowledge hard-won from their own decades of



studying sperm whales, analyse comparable material from other long-term cetacean research, and

offer informed speculation where the data still fall short of hard conclusions. The book represents a

gorgeously choreographed dance that depends on balancing what we know for certain about the

cultures of whales and dolphins with what seems highly probable but must still be considered

speculative. . . . The Cultural Lives of Whales and Dolphins is an illuminating look at the lives of

cetaceans who think, who feel, and whose lives are profoundly communal. Thereâ€™s no mysticism

here, but there is mystery.â€• (Barbara J. King, author of â€œHow Animals Grieveâ€• Times Literary

Supplement)â€œThese days Iâ€™m very seldom excited by a trade non-fiction title, roaring as most

of them are down the middle lane of the same motorway, to the degree Iâ€™m excited by the

original and vital byways that university presses are exploring for the general reader. In natural

history and popular science, alone, for instance: Hal Whitehead and Luke Rendellâ€™s amazing

book The Cultural Lives of Whales and Dolphins or Brooke Borelâ€™s history of the bedbug,

Infested, or Caitlin Oâ€™Connellâ€™s book on pachyderm behaviour, Elephant Don, or Christian

Sardetâ€™s gorgeous book Plankton? All are published by the University of Chicago.â€• (Sam Leith,

literary editor of the â€œSpectatorâ€• Guardian)â€œConsiders wider implications, including

contributions to the field of gene-culture coevolution, applications to conservation, and how humans

perceive and treat whales and dolphins. To attempt any of these aims would make a book

noteworthy in the field; to do all of them makes it a must read. . . . Was I convinced by the

evidence? In a way, that question misses the point of this book. Certainly, I became engaged in the

ongoing discussion, so much so that I found it hard to write this review (and you would be correct in

thinking that this sounds like an excuse for missed deadlines, but it also happens to be true). . . .

Whales and dolphins could not wish for better advocates than the authorsâ€”this book will make

readers think, and that might just be enough to move human culture from treating our oceans and

their inhabitants slightly less badly to actively treating them better.â€• (Peter McGregor, Cornwall

College, UK BioScience)â€œRevolutionary.â€• (Jessica Vyvyan-Robinson Scuba Diver Life)â€œOver

the past few years, the most controversial question in animal cognition has not been whether

animals have thoughts and feeling as individuals but whether a few species collectively create

something that could reasonably be called a culture. . . . For a long-lived, social species, having a

culture is an environmental advantage, since a collective knowledge means individuals can do

things they would never be able to learn in their own lifetimes. Whitehead and Rendell are

distinguished marine scientists. They provide [an] even balance between science and storytelling. . .

. Their book is a profound exploration of animal cognitionâ€™s cutting edge.â€• (Economist)â€œThe

idea that our oceans teem with cultural animalsâ€”and have for millions of yearsâ€”is the central



conclusion of a new book by two whale scientists. And itâ€™s a convincing one. . . . Rendell and

Whitehead stake out provocative positionsâ€”for example, that language isnâ€™t necessary for

culture to existâ€”that ensure cross-talk from anthropologists who insist that language and symbolic

meaning-making sit at the core of culture.â€• (Barbara J. King NPR â€œCosmos & Cultureâ€•)"This

extremely well-written book is an exemplary attempt at peacemaking in the so-called culture wars.

Whitehead and Rendell provide a clear historical perspective on the study of animal culture,

up-to-date literature reviews on behavioral innovations and traditions in non-human animals,

comprehensive classifications of social mechanisms (i.e., the building blocks of culture), and careful

critical analyses of the similarities and differences between human and animal cultures. The title of

the book does not give a full appreciation of the long-term and fascinating research by Whitehead

and Rendell. The authorsâ€™ insight and open-mindedness allow them to successfully address key

definitional issues (e.g., ethnic markers, social norms); discuss the strengths and weaknesses of

several methodological approaches to studying culture (e.g., method of elimination, experimental

designs); link brain size, cognition, communication, and sociability; and explain the (mal)adaptive

consequences and evolutionary implications of cultural transmission (e.g., gene-culture

coevolution). . . . Spiced up with excellent quotations, this book will resonate well with a broad

readership, from cetacean lovers to students of animal behavior to the general public. . . . Essential.

All readers." (J-B. Leca, University of Lethbridge Choice)â€œFor those captivated by whales and

dolphins, whether in reality or by an idea, Whitehead and Rendellâ€™s impressive book brings their

world vividly to life, with a blend of anecdote, scientific research, and personal reflection. . . . The

call to action is admirable. . . . Infectious.â€• (Resurgence & Ecologist)"A comprehensive academic

work by researchers who have devoted their careers to studying sperm and killer whales. . . . The

discovery of nonhuman societies composed of highly intelligent, social, empathetic individuals

possessing sophisticated communication systems will force us to reformulate many questions. We

have long asked whether we are alone in the universe. But clearly we are not alone on earth. The

evolution of intelligence, of empathy and complex societies, is surely more likely than we have

hitherto considered." (Tim Flannery New York Review of Books)â€œFive stars. . . . This exploration

covers an astonishing body of knowledge and thought. . . . Well worth your probable multi-day read,

this work could be the core of a course of study. What is immediately apparent is the sheer

carefulness and completeness of the authorsâ€™ exposition.â€• (David Lloyd Sutton Manhattan

Book Review)â€œ[One of â€˜The Best Books of 2015: Nature!â€™]. . . . The quietly revolutionary

angle of this fantastic book is hinted right there in the title: cultureâ€”not the behavior but the culture

of non-humans. The subject is huge and in very large part untenable, since whales and dolphins



spend virtually all of their lives outside the range of human observation, let alone human

measurement. But the attempts this book makes are very, very much worth making.â€• (Steve

Donoghue Open Letters Monthly)â€œAt the least, the reader has an up-to-date, authoritative

account of advances in studying the behavior of a fascinating mammalian order. Readers with

enquiring minds may question earlier underestimations of these creatures that seem so alien to us

terrestrial bipeds. Even if only half of what the authors report turns out to be supported by

accumulating evidence, then we must acknowledge that culture comes in diverse forms, just like

other natural processes, such as digestion, locomotion, or cognition. Moreover, these findings also

have a real-world relevance, because these magnificent creatures must be preserved, not just for

their biodiversity but also for their cultural diversity. What a shame it would be if we exterminated

them before we fathomed their secrets.â€• (William C. McGrew, University of Cambridge Current

Anthropology)â€œAnimals think, therefore: The inner lives of animals are hard to studyâ€”but there is

evidence that they may be a lot richer than science once thought.â€• (Bookforum)â€œThe Cultural

Lives of Whales and Dolphins is well written, carefully edited, and accessible to a wide readership

without sacrificing authoritativeness. The backmatter with notes and bibliography alone extends to

92 pages and there is a 19-page double-column index. The book could serve as reading material in

biology or conservation courses, or a delightful provocation in anthropology or psychology courses.

It can be anticipated that new editions will be able to chart the further implications of culture and add

to the body of evidence. Those of us studying whales are fortunate to have seen our studies go

from zero to an extraordinary flowering of data and research results uncovering not just the highly

diverse behaviour, life history, and population biology but now enriching ourselves with the cultural

lives of wild whales and dolphins.â€• (Erich Hoyt, Whale and Dolphin Conservation, author of "Orca:

The Whale Called Killer" Frontiers in Marine Science)â€œThe best book I read in 2016. . . .

Significant research, quiet global following, and a depth of thought that deserves serious regard.â€•

(David Sutton San Francisco Book Review)

Hal Whitehead is a University Research Professor in the Department of Biology at Dalhousie

University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and the author of Sperm Whales: Social Evolution in the Ocean

and Analyzing Animal Societies, both published by the University of Chicago Press. Supported by

the Marine Alliance for Science and Technology, Luke Rendell is a lecturer in biology at the Sea

Mammal Research Unit and the Centre for Social Learning and Cognitive Evolution of the University

of St Andrews, Scotland.



Good as a popular scientific review of a new perspective on existing knowledge. Would be

interesting if you have a dedicated interest in the topic of whale communication and behavior.

Otherwise it will be bland and boring as it has much supporting evidence to it's assertions.

Yes, this is a science book but it is wonderful in its presentation of the premise. They convinced me

that we should start accepting that we are not the only sentient beings on the planet.

Very interesting ideas in this book. I still haven't finished it but it has opened my mind to how much

is still to be learned about cetaceans!

For anyone interested in Cetacean Culture tis is a must read. This is a meaty book that will be

talked about, thought about and dreamed about for years to come. I cannot recommend it strongly

enough.

I just didn't want it to end! Amazing compilation of research and information. ..

Hal Whitehead is the go to guy for anyone wanting to know the latest on Whale research. This is not

written as a scientific paper but it is a serious book. The discussions in this book on whale culture

(and by inference the intelligence of these sentient beings) are cutting edge and really stunning!

A fun read. It is intermediate level. It might serve as a supplemental assignment for a college class.

Great, very useful, complete, clear, the best book on this extremely interesting topic.
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